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Rational and pushdown transductions of formal languages are generalized to formal power series 
with coefficients in a complete semiring. A characterization similar to Nivat’s Theorem is given. 
Commutativity requirements for the coefficients are especially studied. 
1. Introduction 
The theory of formal power series in noncommuting variables (with coefficients in 
a semiring A) was developed as a generalization of formal language theory. The choice 
A = B (EL denotes the Boolean semiring) gives back the “original” theory, whereas 
considering the nonnegative integers or reals as coefficients allows one to deal with 
multiplicities and probabilities (weighted grammars), respectively, in the same nota- 
tional framework. 
When transferring the notion of a rational transduction to formal power series, 
difficulties arise from the fact that infinite sums of coefficients occur (corresponding to 
forming infinite unions of languages). For similar reasons, the behaviour of a finite 
automaton (i.e. the power series it defines) is not well-defined, in general. There are 
basically two solutions to this problem. The first one reduces the class of transduc- 
tions under consideration to the so-called “regulated” ones. Then in the above- 
mentioned infinite sums of coefficients all but finitely many of them vanish. Thus, the 
sums can reasonably be defined in any semiring A. (The same is achieved for automata 
by introducing the concept of cyclefreeness, cf. [lo].) This has the advantage that the 
basic semiring remains general (apart from commutativity requirements, which we 
will deal with later on). However, the results for A = lE8 are, in general, weaker than the 
corresponding results for formal languages. 
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The second of the above-mentioned solutions imposes restrictions on the semiring 
A. In B, arbitrary infinite sums of elements can be defined. The same holds for the 
above-mentioned semirings N and [w + , if an element co, representing infinity, is 
adjoined. This leads to the concept of a complete semiring. Work in this direction was 
initiated by Conway [l] and Eilenberg [2]. The latter author gave applications to 
transductions, but concentrated on the semiring M”) = N u { co}. Subsequent papers 
of other authors considered complete semirings with additional restrictions (e.g. [3,7, 
91) and applied the results to automata. 
We present the basics of rational power series and (finite) rational transductions, 
without reference to a particular semiring. (To our knowledge, this is the first paper to 
deal with transductions of formal power series in a purely axiomatic framework.) We 
also introduce concepts for handling infinite transducers. In particular, we deal with 
pushdown transductions of formal power series. Our main result is a characterization 
of these mappings by means of an inverse morphism, the Hadamard product with an 
algebraic power series and a morphism. (A similar result is well-known for rational 
transductions of formal languages and is often referred to as “Nivat’s Theorem”. Its 
generalization to regulated pushdown transducers was presented in [6].) 
A second issue is also discussed in our paper. Usually, A is assumed to be 
commutative when dealing with transductions. Our considerations are more general 
in this respect: we show exactly the commutativity requirements needed for the proofs. 
In particular, the characterization mentioned above is valid in any (complete) semi- 
ring. On the other hand, we show that further generalizations are not possible. This is 
due to the fact that some important closure properties of rational power series may be 
violated in noncommutative semirings. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the necessary definitions. In 
Sections 3 and 4, we present the basic results about rational power series and rational 
transductions, respectively. Section 5 deals with pushdown transductions and con- 
tains our main result. In the last two sections, we present examples and counter- 
examples. 
2. Preliminaries 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the theory of automata and formal power 
series [lo, 111. The basic semiring A is assumed to be o-continuous (see the end of this 
section). The following definitions are partially due to Karner [6]. 
Assume that B is an arbitrary semiring and r is a finite alphabet. A matrix MEB:*‘* 
is called a reset-pushdown matrix if for rrl + E, 
M 
{ 
M P.W if x1 =p7c4, rc2=7c3z4 
*,.1[2= 0 otherwise. 
A pushdown representation is a morphism p : CT -( (A (( Ci >)Q ’ Q)$*r* (for some finite 
set Q) such that p(x), XFC,, is a reset-pushdown matrix. It is called rational if the 
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entries of p(x) are in A”‘(( Zt >>. Polynomial, A (CUE)- and A (C)-representations are 
defined similarly. The domain of p is extended to Afl x ‘2((ZT>> by setting 
P(M)= c CM, w) 0 P(W). 
wd’: 
The notions of a reset-pushdown automaton ‘$3 and a reset-pushdown transducer 2, 
respectively, are defined as follows: 
‘P=(Q,r,M,qo,E,P), ~=(Q,~,PL,qo>E,P), 
where Q is a finite set of states, r the finite pushdown alphabet, qoEQ the initial state, 
E the initial contents of the pushdown store, PE(A(E))~ x’(P~(A((C$>)Q” ‘) the 
final state vector, and M is a reset-pushdown matrix (p is a pushdown representation). 
The restrictions rational, polynomial, A (CUE) and A(C) apply to M (to both p and 
P ~ in the latter two cases we require supp PEE). The behaviours /I $3 11 and (12 11 are 
given by 
II ‘u II =((M*Lf’),,~A<~*>, 
lIzIlk)= 1 (r,wH~ll(4, 
Finite representations, automata and transducers are obtained from the above 
definitions by assuming r=8. (The indices E may then be omitted.) 
One-counter matrices are reset-pushdown matrices, where the pushdown alphabet is 
a singleton p and the following conditions are satisfied: ME,P= MP,P~, M,,r, p~ =0 for 
Ik- 1) > 1. One-counter representations, automata and transducers are defined as 
above. 
The collection of behaviours of reset-pushdown automata (one-counter automata, 
finite automata) is denoted by A’pd((C*)) (A”‘((C*)), Afi”((Z*>). Note that 
Afi”((C*))=Ara’((C*)). Moreover, Arpd ((C*>> = Aalg((Z*)), if A is commutative. 
Similarly, a mapping 7:A((CT))-+A((C:)) is termed an rpd-transduction (oc-, fin- 
transduction) if it is the behaviour of a reset-pushdown transducer (one-counter, finite 
transducer). 
Note: A reader familiar with classical automata-theory may have noticed that, due 
to the use of representations, transducers are not capable of making moves with the 
empty word as input. Thus, our model corresponds to real-time transducers, see [ 123, 
but also Section 6. 
Given a countably infinite alphabet C,, we define A { (Zz}} = { rEA ((.C*, > I for 
some finite C&C,, supp r 5 C*}. A subsemiring 9 s A ((C*, >} is called an abstract 
family ofpower-series (AFP), if dip is rationally closed (see Section 3) and is closed also 
under regulated finite rational transductions. (Here a transducer %=(Q, p, qo, P) is 
regulated if, for some k>O,(p(w),E)=O for WEC~ and (wl~k.) 
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For any semiring B, BN denotes the set of sequences of elements of B. We will use 
the notations ~=(@(n)) and CI=(U~, a,, . ..) for c(EW. A set ofconvergent sequences is 
a set DE BN satisfying the following closure properties for CC, c~i, CANED, CCB (cf. [lo]): 
(1) r]=(l, 1, . ..)ED. (2) Nl +a,ED, 
(3) cz, CKED, (4) cc,=(c,x(O), a(l), . ..)ED. 
A limitjunction is a (linear) mapping lim : D-B which is compatible with (l)-(4) in the 
obvious fashion. If B is also a partially ordered set (with order <), lim is called 
compatible with 6 if a(n) </I(n) for all HEN (and two convergent sequences (x and /I) 
implies lim c1 d lim fl. 
A semiring B is called naturally ordered if the relation < defined by a Q b iff a + c = b 
for some c is a partial order on B, cf. e.g. [7]. B is a complete semiring if for every family 
(ai, iEZ) of elements of B, the sum xis,UiE B is defined and the commutative, associ- 
ative and distributive laws hold for infinite sums too, cf. [2]. In a complete semiring, 
the star and the quasi-inverse of UEB are defined by the sums a*=Ciao ui 
and u’ =Cia 1 d, respectively. A naturally ordered complete semiring is called o- 
continuous (cf. [9]) if, for all at most countable index sets I and all CEB, 
C UidC for all finite F&l implies 1 UibC. 
isF iEI 
The semirings 8, NJ(cc) and R(+m) = R, u (cc} are o-continuous. The following two 
results will be important in the sequel. 
Theorem 2.1 (Karner [S, Theorem 5.5)). Assume that A is a semiring, C an alphabet, 
and J an arbitrary index set. Then A is o-continuous ifs A(( I* >> (A-’ ’ J, is, and in this 
case,for every at most countable index set I, the sum ~isl riEA((C*)) (&et Mi~AJxJ) 
is formed pointwise according to the summation in A. 
Remark. In the above theorem, “A is c+continuous” means that there is an infinite 
summation 1 on A satisfying the definition. There may be another summation 1’ such 
that A is complete also with respect to C’, but is not o-continuous (see [S] for an 
example). 
The next result connects the star and the quasi-inverse in a complete semiring with 
the limit concept of [lo] and establishes uniqueness. 
Proposition 2.2 (Karner [S, Proposition 5.43). Assume that A is w-continuous. Then 
for every aeA and every limit function lim that is compatible with the natural order, 
lim lim 
(provided, the limits exist). 
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In particular, the result applies to the usual convergence used for automata, namely 
the discrete convergence in A’ x’, transferred pointwise to A’ ‘I ((C* >>, cf. [lo, p. 561. 
Thus, we may use the results of [6]. 
In view of the above results, we will restrict our presentation to o-continuous 
semirings, but see also Section 8. 
3. Rational power series 
Throughout this section, A denotes an o-continuous semiring. A subsemiring 
A’s A is called filly rationally closed if U*EA for all UEA’. For an arbitrary subset 
A” G A, ‘%at(A”) is the smallest subsemiring of A that contains A” and is fully 
rationally closed. In the case of a semiring of formal power series, this extends the 
notion of a rationally closed semiring. (In this case A’ is rationally closed iff r*cA for 
all quasiregular rEA’.) Recall that by Proposition 2.2, the notions * and + defined in 
Section 2 are compatible with the usual meaning of * and +, respectively. Hence, every 
fully rationally closed semiring of power series is rationally closed. The converse is not 
true, in general. Consider B = N(“)(( C * >> and B’ = ,I”(( C * > Then B’ is rationally 
closed by definition, but E* = X.&&B’. Despite this example, we have the following 
results, which will be very important in the sequel. 
Proposition 3.1 (Kuich [S, Theorem 3.31). 
Arat((z*))=%at(A(C*))= %d(A(CU&)). 
Corollary 3.2. A’“‘(( C * > is fully rationally closed. 
Note that this does not contradict the above example, since N is not complete. 
In connection with finite automata, we will also need the following. (Q denotes 
a finite index set.) 
Lemma 3.3 (Kuich [8, Theorem 3.21). IfA’ is afully rationally closed semiring, then so 
is A’Q ’ Q 
The remainder of this section presents a large class of fully rationally closed 
semirings of formal power series. We generalize Corollary 3.2. The semiring of 
coefficients is assumed to be commutative, since the notion of an AFP makes sense 
only under this additional assumption (cf. Section 7). The results will not be used in 
the sequel, but are of interest on their own right. 
Theorem 3.4. Assume that A is commutative. Then every AFP 2 c A { { Cz} } is fully 
rationally closed. 
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Proof. We have to show that ~ELZ’ implies r*sLZ. By the definition of an AFP, there is 
a finite alphabet CGZ, such that rgA((C*)). We write r=rO+r,, where r,,=(r, E)E 
and rl is the quasiregular part of r. By [S, Theorem 2.31, we have 
r*=(r$rl)*rO*=rO*+(rgrl)+rO*. By the definition of a rationally closed semiring, it 
suffices to show that both r$ and r1 are in L?. As A’“‘((C*>cY by [lo, Theorems 
11.15 and 11.431, rZ = (r, E)*EEA (E) E Y. Consider now the regulated finite rational 
representation p defined by 
P(x)= 
ox ( > ox E(~(~))u.21”~‘Jl 
for all XEZ. Then rl =,u(r)1,2EP’ by [lo, Corollary 9.51. 0 
Denote by YZ the restriction of an AFP Y to a finite subalphabet ZcC,, i.e. 
Yz=04an,4((Z*)). (This notion corresponds to the families AT((C*> of [lo].) Then 
we obtain Corollary 3.5. 
Corollary 3.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.4, PI is fully rationally closed. 
Proof. Y2 is the intersection of two fully rationally closed semirings. 0 
4. Rational transductions 
Rational transductions are a basic notion in formal language theory. We now 
generalize these mappings to formal power series over complete semirings. Usually, 
the basic semiring is assumed to be commutative when dealing with transductions, cf. 
[lo], Section 6. It will turn out that a very central result (“Nivat’s Theorem”, see 
Section 5) holds without this restriction. So A will denote an arbitrary w-continuous 
semiring, as in the previous section. 
Of course, some “local commutativity requirements” will be necessary. So we make 
the following convention, valid throughout the rest of the paper (cf. [ll]). 
Convention. A, and A2 will denote two subsemirings of A such that a, a2 =u2u1 holds 
for all ~,EA,, t = 1, 2. 
We will consider pairs of transducers (Ii ,X2) where 2, has its coefficients in A,. 
The convention covers two important cases. If one of the transducers defines a mor- 
phism or inverse morphism, then all its coefficients are in A0 = {n’ 1 I~EN}. So the 
other of Ai and A2 may be chosen to be A itself, i.e. there are no restrictions on the 
other coefficients. This allows to prove Nivat’s Theorem in noncommutative semi- 
rings. On the other hand, if A is commutative, then we may choose Ai = A2 = A. So X1 
and Z2 are in fact arbitrary in this case. This is the usual assumption when dealing 
with transductions of formal power series (cf. the Introduction and Section 8). 
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The notion of an A’-transducer (for some subsemiring A’G A) will be useful in 
connection with the above convention. 2 is called a rational A’-transducer if the entries 
of P(X), XEZ, 9 and P are in A”“((ZT >>. Polynomial A’-transducers are defined sim- 
ilarly. (We remark that a rational transducer with coefficients in A’ is not necessarily 
a rational A’-transducer, cf. Lemma 7.1.) We will also speak of A’-representations. 
Some important closure properties are connected with rationality: rational power 
series are closed under (finite) rational transductions, the latter are closed under 
functional composition and inverse. The first of these properties is established below 
(Corollary 4.4), whereas the others will be dealt with in the more general set-up of the 
next section (Corollaries 5.3 and 5.5). 
Lemma 4.1. Assume that MICA:’ “t2((ZT>>, M2~ApXt3((Cf)) and p is an AZ-push- 
down-representation. Then u(M, M2)=u(M1)u(M2). 
Proof. Similar to that of [lo, Lemma 6.81. 0 
Corollary 4.2. If MEA:“’ ((CT>> and u is an AZ-pushdown-representation, then 
u(M*)=u(M)*. 
Proposition 4.3. Assume that rEA;“‘((Cr)) and p:C~+(A~‘((Z~>>)QXQ is a jinite 
rational A2-representation. Then ,u(r)E(Ara’((C* >>)Q xQ. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of the rational expression defining r, using 
Lemmata 3.3 and 4.1 and Corollaries 3.2 and 4.2. 0 
Corollary 4.4. If rEA;“’ ((C:> and 2 is a jinite rational AZ-transducer, then 
lI~ll(r)~A’a’ <CT>>. 
Recall that we may choose AI =A2=A if A is commutative. Thus, our result 
generalizes [ 10, Corollary 9.301. 
5. Pushdown transductions 
In this section, the presentation follows [6], where we considered regulated trans- 
ductions. The results are now transferred to complete semirings, where the restriction 
“regulated” is no longer necessary. Furthermore, we now consider also noncom- 
mutative semirings (cf. the convention of the previous section). Hence, our results will 
differ from the corresponding statements in [6] also in this respect, as we state the 
necessary commutativity requirements. Nevertheless, the proofs are completely 
similar, so we omit them. We also do not present the auxiliary technical results of 
Sections 3 and 4 of [6]. 
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We first consider the composition of a finite transduction and a pushdown trans- 
duction. Since we deal with real-time transductions only, the first result is restricted to 
a finite polynomial transduction. 
Proposition 5.1. Assume that 2, is a finite polynomial AI-transducer, X2 is an AZ- 
reset-pushdown transducer. Then there is a reset-pushdown transducer 2 satisfying 
II 2 II O-J= II 22 II ( II 2, II 09) 
for all reA((CT)). 2 is rational (polynomial), ifZ, is. 
Proposition 5.2. Assume that 2, is an AI-reset-pushdown transducer, Z2 is a finite 
AZ-transducer. Then there is a reset-pushdown transducer 2 satisfying 
II 2 II b-J= II 22 II ( II 11 II 09) 
for all rEA((CT)). X is rational (polynomial), if both Z1 and X2 are. 
As was already indicated, finite transducers may be viewed as pushdown trans- 
ducers with empty pushdown alphabet. Thus, we obtain Corollary 5.3. 
Corollary 5.3. Assume that z, is a finite A,-transduction, t = 1,2. Then the composition 
t=tI 0 z2 is a finite transduction. Moreover, z is rational (polynomial) iftl and z2 are. 
This establishes the second closure property mentioned in Section 4: finite rational 
transductions over a commutative semiring of coefficients are closed under functional 
composition. Our result extends [lo, Theorem 9.341. 
The detailed analysis of the various commutativity requirements now allows us 
to establish our main result without any such restriction. The reason is that mor- 
phisms and inverse morphisms have their coefficients in A0 (cf. Section 4 and 
[6, Corollary 3.71). 
We need some notation. Consider the alphabets Z1 through C, and morphisms 
k,:Cj~C~,t=1,2.LetC,,={z~C,~k,(z)=~}.IfC~=C~u~~,whereC’,={y’~y~C~} 
is a copy of C, disjoint from C1, the morphism hi: Cf -2It with k;(x)=&, XEC,, and 
k;(y’)= y, YEC,, is called pseudoprojection (of Cf on ZT). In any case we say that 
a matrix ME((A((C~>)~~~)~‘* satisfies the “diagonal-matrix condition” if 
(M II,,1[2, z)=O for ZEC,, and n1 =l=nz. (*) 
With these definitions, we can state our main result. 
Theorem 5.4 (“Nivat’s Theorem”). Let T be one ofrpd, oc, or fin, and z be a mapping 
from A((CT >> to A((ZT >>. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) T is a polynomial (rationa/) T-transduction. 
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(ii) For all ~EA((CT>, 
t(r)= hz(h; ‘(r)~s), 
where h, : C J +C: are morphisms, t= 1,2, and SEA~((C~)) is C,,-limited (the 
A( z3)-T-automaton generating s satisfies the “diagonal-matrix condition” (*)). Here 
C3t={z~z31h,(z)=~}. 
Moreover, in (ii), the morphisms h, and hz can be chosen to be a projection and 
a pseudoprojection, respectively. 
The diagonal-matrix condition reflects the fact that we consider real-time trans- 
ducers (for an informal discussion see [6]). 
Corollary 5.5. A mapping T:A((ET))+A((,XT)) zs a nz e rational transduction ifs Ji ‘t 
z- ’ is. 
Due to the restriction to real-time transducers, this result cannot be generalized to 
rational pushdown transductions. (cf. [6, Example 6.31). 
6. Examples 
We give examples of pushdown and one-counter transductions, including the 
well-known Dyck reduction. Thus, we show that some important pushdown trans- 
ductions can be realized by real-time transducers. 
Example 6.1 (Mirror image). The mirror image of a power series r E A ((z * >> (defined 
pointwise) can be obtained by a (regulated) polynomial pushdown transduction. We 
encourage the reader to prove the result himself, using Theorem 5.4. The proof is also 
given in [6]. (A is assumed to be commutative in this example.) 
Example 6.2 (Dyck reduction). For some n> 1, denote Zn=(zl, . ...%}, 
z,={&, . ..) in}. The Dyck reduction p(w) of w~(Z,uZ,,)* is then defined by 
PM = E, P(~iw)=ziP(w)3 
PCziw)= 
i 
P(Wl) if W=ZiW1, 
Zip(W) if p( W)$!Zi(Z,UZfl)*. 
Thus, Zi and Zi may be viewed as matching parentheses, and p removes all correctly 
parenthesized subwords. A word w is called reduced if p(w)= w. p is extended 
pointwise to a mapping from A((( Z,uZ,,)* >> into itself and is a polynomial pushdown 
transduction, as can again be shown by the use of Theorem 5.4. The following direct 
construction shows that p is in fact an A(Z,uZ,us)-transduction and in case II= 1 
even a one-counter transduction. 
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The transducer is nondeterministic. Informally speaking, it operates as follows. 
Whenever the pushdown tape is empty, it “guesses” whether the next zi belongs to 
p(w) or will be matched by a subsequent Zi. The correctness of all choices is checked 
throughout the computation. 
We choose Q = (O,l, . . ., r~} and set C =Z,,uZ,,. Next we define the matrices 
Mi,MiE(A(C))QXQ, l<i<n, by (Mi)j,k=~k,iZi,(Mi)j,k=~k,OZi, i.e. 
_+ ;I_ ; 1;; K;I, &[ 1;; :). 
Then the representation p : 2 *-((A ((C * >>)Q ’ Q)gihz” is given by 
I 
E if W2=ZiWly 
I 
E 
Ptzi)w, ,w* = Mi if w~=w~=E, P-Czi)w, ,W2 = a, 
0 otherwise, 0 
(Here E denotes the matrix of unity.) By induction on 
p(w)=p(p(w)) for all WEE*. 
Let now w=cl... ck, k20, be reduced. Induction on k shows 
w2$ckZXu& and, hence, 
if WI =ZiWz, 
if w1=w2=s, 
otherwise. 
I P(W)19 we obtain 
that p(w),,,, =0 for 
if ck=zi or i=O and c+EZ,,, 
otherwise. 
Thus, p is realized by the transducer %=(Q, Z,, p, 0, E, P) with P4=.s for all ~EQ. 
Example 6.3 (LL(k)-parsing). With a mild restriction on the grammar, LL(k)- 
parsing can be performed by a real-time pushdown transducer. (There must not be 
variables from which only the empty word can be derived. Such variables can be 
eliminated effectively, without violating the LL(k)-property. For technical details 
see [4].) 
7. On the commutativity of the basic semiring 
Due to the careful study of the necessary commutativity requirements in Sections 
4 and 5, we could establish Theorem 5.4 in noncommutative semirings. As Nivat’s 
Theorem is sometimes used to prove closure properties like the one of Corollary 4.4, 
one might expect that commutativity is not needed at all. However, this is nor the case, 
as we are going to show now, i.e. the commutativity requirements are necessary, in 
general. 
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We choose the semiring A = IEK (( { xi, x2}* >> and the alphabet C = { y }, i.e. a single- 
ton! We show the following: 
(1) A’“‘((y*)) is closed under neither Hadamard product nor rational trans- 
ductions. 
(2) The class of rational transductions of A((y*)) into itself is not closed under 
functional composition. 
An auxiliary result is needed in the proof. For a semiring B and a subsemiring B’ E B, 
B is called Fatou extension ofB’ if Erat((Z*>nB’((C*> =13”a’((Z*)) for all alphabets 
C. (cf. [ll]). An argument similar to that of [l 1, Theorem 11.6.41, shows the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 7.1. For every positive semiring B and every alphabet C’, B((C’*> is a Fatou 
extension of B ( C’* ). 
Now we give our counterexample. 
Example 7.2. Let ri = ([Xi] Y)* E A’=‘(( Y* >>, i = 1,2. DeJne the polynomial substi- 
tutions oi:A((y*))+A((y*)) by oi(Y)=[xi]Y,i=1,2. Dejine the mapping 
z:A((y*>+A((y*)) by z(r)=~~(r~~(r)). Then thefollowing holds: 
t is not a rational transduction. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that rl o r2 =C ,zO[x~x~]y”~A~‘((y*)). By Lemma 
7.1, we obtain C .>ocx;x;lY”@@({x1> xz}*))‘“‘((y*)). Hence, by [lo, Theorem 
9.101, the mapping zl:B(({x,,xz)*))~IEB((y*)), where tl(r)=Cn30(r,x;x”z)y”, is 
a finite rational transduction. Thus, by Corollary 5.5, r ; 1 is a (finite) rational 
transduction too, and by Corollary 4.4 we have 
c X1X”2=t;l(y*)E~‘at(({X1,X2)*)), 
?I20 
which is obviously false. 
Furthermore, we have 02(r1)=r1 or2. Observe finally that y*~A’~‘((y*)). If now 
r were a rational transduction, then r,0r2=r(y*)EAra’((y*)) by Corollary 4.4, 
a contradiction. 0 
Note that in the above example the substitutions Gi are a-free. Thus, our example 
holds also in the case of regulated (finite) rational transductions. This justifies the 
restriction to commutative semirings in connection with transductions. Observe, 
however, that the nonclosure properties can be proved only by the use of our more 
general results. 
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8. Further generalizations 
For the sake of readability, the presentation was restricted to w-continuous semi- 
rings. However, the results hold in anq’ complete semiring, provided the conventions 
below are followed (cf. Section 2). 
(1) If a is an element of a matrix or power series semiring, the star is always 
interpreted as 
a*= C 2. 
iB0 
(2) Given a semiring of coefficients A, the summation in A((C*> or A”’ is the 
pointwise extension of the summation in A, and the same holds also for more 
“complex” semirings like ((A (( Z* >>)Q ’ Q)r*T*. 
Condition (2) is needed, e.g. for Lemma 3.3. For examples violating the above 
conventions see [S]. 
Conclusion 
We generalized the basics of rational power series and rational transductions to 
complete semirings. Our considerations show that the restriction to o-continuous 
semirings provides a suitable axiomatic framework. In particular, none of the above- 
mentioned conventions on the summation are needed. (The reader may compare this 
with the limit concepts for arbitrary semirings, [lo].) As regards the commutativity of 
the coefficients of power series, we think that not much more can be said in connection 
with transductions. 
Future research may consider (at least) the following two aspects: more general 
models of transducers may be dealt with in the same framework, e.g. stack transducers 
(cf. the type concept for automata in [lo]). Another restriction also has to be 
overcome: infinite sequences of transitions with empty input label cannot be treated 
by the use of representations. In other words, a concept for handling nonreal-time 
transducers is needed. 
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